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Motion

The WCA Competition Announcement Team is an Advisory Committee of the WCA.

1. The WCA Competition Announcement Team is responsible for approving and announcing WCA Competitions.

2. The WCA Competition Announcement Team has the following rights and duties:
   2.1 Announcing WCA Competitions:
      2.1.1 Approving and announcing WCA Competitions.
      2.1.1.1 Ensuring announcements adhere to the WCA Competition Requirements Policy.
      2.1.2 Rejecting competitions.
   2.2 Editing WCA Competitions:
      2.2.1 Editing WCA Competitions data and metadata after they have been announced, at the request of the WCA Delegate(s), the WCA Competition Announcement Team, or the WCA Board.
   2.3 Deleting WCA Competitions:
      2.3.1 Deleting and removing the announcements of WCA Competitions that have been cancelled by the WCA Board or WCAT Leader.